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Abstract- WS-BPEL is for specifying business process
behaviour based on Web Services 1ll. Business proc-
esses can be very long and encounter expected or unex-
pected exceptions. Compensations, or dealing with
faults, can be a long, complex and imperfect process. In
this paper, the FCT-Handlers of WS-BPEL are ana-
lysed to show the features that might be modified to be
suitable for the real business processes in 3rd party lo-
gistics applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

B2B integration is a complex problem to solve within
the space of long-running, distributed business processes.
In the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) context, the
Web Services Business Processes Execution Language
(WS-BPEL) [1] has been suggested as one means of ex-
pressing and specifying business process (BP) behaviour in
a SOA based on XML Web Services. A major focus of
WS-BPEL is the automation of interoperable models of
business process integration - not just across system
platforms, but across heterogeneous organisations [1].

A major challenge to WS-BPEL has been the imple-
mentation and specification of transactional integrity re-
quirements. BPs in the real world can clearly last much
longer compared with the transactions of databases. They
may not use traditional ACID controls as they can last from
several minutes to months or even longer. Exceptions or
faults can happen more frequently when processes exist
over long time periods. This does not mean that compara-
tively short business processes would not encounter excep-
tions - exceptions can attack business processes and might
also take great range of variability.

The complexity of workflow may depend on the granu-
larity of the BP design. Exceptions can be caused by the
variation and unforeseeable business activities. In the point
of view ofKammer [3], "the unpredicabililty of BP requires
that workflow systems support exception handling with the
ability to dynamically adapt to the changing environment."
Thus, in the real world, dealing with exceptions may take a
long time, great cost and involve many people. This is
similar to the business agreement or contracts have Force
Majeure clauses. Usually, the parties involved in the
agreement will negotiate together about the unexpected ex-
ception. The longer the business processes are, the higher
ratio of exceptions may be expected to occur.

What does an exception mean in the transactional con
text? Put simply, an exception is an event that occurs con-
trary to the expected behaviour of a process. Some
workflows that encounter well-known, anticipatable and
frequently observed exceptions of the same kind can incor-
porate these deviations into the workflow specification [4].
However, frequent occurrences of similar exceptions may
have various dealing methods.

In general, there are three common exception-handling
procedures within workflows, as outlined in [10] including
remedy, forward recovery and backward recovery. A rem-
edy can be thought of as a quick-fix that permits BP execu-
tion to be resumed without causing other problems. For-
ward recovery involves replacing an excepted execution
path with another that is valid. A rollback is performed to
ensure that the system state is unaffected by any modifica-
tions to data that may have occurred prior to the exception,
which may include acceptance of such changes that cannot
be rolled back [7]. In contrast, backward recovery imple-
ments compensating activities for operations that already
occurred before the fault in the inverse order of execution.
However, how much processes should be or can be rolled
back, or compensated for, depends on the situation in the
real - handling procedures may be unable to rollback some
physical activities.

Workflows and associated exception handling mecha-
nisms can be specified using the WS-BPEL language.
Moreover, WS-BPEL is specifically designed to deal with
requests from partners in a distributed workflow for rever-
sals, in terms of compensation for individual activities or
sets of composite activities [1]. It contains many standard
fault-processing methods, but it still needs designers to
manually specify some complex compensation or fault so-
lutions. This can lead to problems as workflows expand
beyond trivial, internal specifications which encounter few
exceptions.

Large corporations are building ever more complex
workflows as they implement co-operative applications
with partners and/or potential competitors. An example is
from the 3rd Party Logistics (3PL) industry. According to
standard industrial procedures, BP in the manufacturing
industry might be complex depending on the enterprise
scope and products utilised when the manufacturing proc-
esses are detailed into each required action, and also en-
compass associated business and administration processes.
The logistics workflow is typically centrally controlled by
3PL providers if the customers (manufacturing corporations
or other corporations) decide to build a co-operation with
3PL providers. One manufacturing enterprise can have
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more than one 3PL provider, and one 3PL provider may
have more than one customers. In this case, the workflow
of logistics controlled by 3PL providers has a stronger
relationship with the workflow controlled by the customers.
3PL providers may or may not retain the customer's origi-
nal logistics workflow. They may modify it to adapt and
merge to their BP. This can result in a global workflow [5]
which does not adequately represent BPs in terms of the
granularity of operations required for actual implementation
[5]. Indeed, over-simplification of this limits the capacity
of a designer to accurately represent BP implementations
in languages like WS-BPEL.
A critical aspect of the success of workflows depends on

the ability of dealing with exceptions or errors and resum-
ing because of the unpredicability of BP execution. Due to
the number of partners increasing, more errors or excep-
tions may be expected to appear. Small exceptions in a sin-
gle process might cause larger effects (in time or in space),
in a similar manner to the "butterfly effect" well-known in
chaos theory [11]. Therefore, strong error tolerant BP de-
sign and execution systems should be made to control ex-
ceptions or errors.

II. EXCEPTIONS IN WS-BPEL

WS-BPEL2.0 is still in draft when this paper is being
prepared. This paper references the WS-BPEL version 1.1
[2] and version 2.0 (draft, version August 23, 2006) [1].
There are some changes in WS-BPEL 2.0 compared with
the last published version. Some of them are listed as fol-
lows.

* The <process> element cannot attach a compensa-
tion handler and a termination handler. However,
in version 1.0, it can contain a compensation han-
dler.

* In WS-BPEL2.0, the compensation activity is
separated into <CompensationScope> and
<compensation>. The <CompensationScope> ac-
tivity compensates one specific immediately en-
closed scope. The <compensation> activity is used
to compensate all immediately enclosed scopes in
default order.

* In the WS-BPEL2.0 specification, much more in-
formation on compensation within compensation
handlers is provided. In the future, it is anticipated
that more information on compensation within
Fault-Handlers or Termination-Handlers will be
provided.

* In WS-BPEL2.0, <CompensationScope> and
<compensation> activities must only be used with
<catch>, <catchAll>, <compensationHandler>,
and <terminationHandler>. In version 1. 1, <com-
pensation> activities can be only used in
<faultHandler> or <compensationHandler>.

* In version 2.0, the termination features are more
detailed than the previous version.

WS-BPEL2.0 gives more stable and flexible features
compared to the last version. However, there may still be
some more features needed to adapt the language to the re-
quirements of realistic business environments.

In this paper, a 3PL case study, illustrated in Figure 1,
will be used and analyzed to demonstrate the shortcomings
of WS-BPEL 2.0 vis-a-vis compensation. In this figure, the
BP comes from an industrial development project. Due to
the whole workflow size, only a very small part of BP is
used as an example to be analyzed. This figure shows the
process of container handling. It starts from exchanging
forms to get containers and ends with customer service get-
ting embossing seal number and container number. During
the same period, other partial BPs in the same level of the
same department are running and might interact. In the
processes of leakage or breakage, if there is existing break-
age, the customer service department would notice the cer-
tain customer. This step is after the step of booking cabin
and included and interleaved with custom clearance. The
breakage or leakage can be caused by several reasons that
are as follows:

* By the customer
* By this logistics provider
* By the Caravan
* By Container Yard
* Unpredictable accidents

The original workflow diagram doesn't contain the
processes of dealing with the customers concerning the ex-
ception of breakage, as solutions may be various and the
effect might be very large (i.e., if it is one of the compo-
nents of the supply chain and might cause problems in
manufacture processes). In most cases, the customer may
take one or more of the following decisions due to various
reasons and current or future situations such as the boat de-
parture time.

* The remaining cargo may be delivered or delivered
delay. The customer may ignore the damage due to
various reasons such as the time of departure.

* Customers may put additional productions to re-
place the damage ones. Some steps may be re-
peated.

* The customers may reject this shipping
* Others.

The above choices can contain compensations depend-
ing on negotiations and contracts. However, compensations
vary even within the same catalogue according to the un-
expected business situations - for example, persistence ef-
fects can continue to influence a system's state well after a
failure has occurred [9]. Hwang and Ho [8] use an excep-
tion database to collect solutions for dealing exceptions and
introduce algorithms for quickly searching. This is a nice
solution for dealing exception and resuming the processes.
But there are still obvious problems with this solution:

* How can the designer or business staff populate
the database initially?

* Is the solution searched suitable for dealing with
the exception?

* How to make a suitable and long life database de-
sign?
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* How to guarantee the speed of searching when the
database size becomes huge? It might suitable only
for simple and short BPs.

III. SAGAS

Compensations in BPEL are derived from the notion of
Sagas [6], where compensation actions are applied to
WS-BPEL processes to ameliorate the effects of previous
activities that comprised a portion of work now being rolled
back [1]. The solutions can be defined as exception proc-
esses. Cancellations can happen in solution 2 (in section II)
when damage or exceptions appear again. The BP might be
paused when the customer is notified the leakage or break-
age This is just one part of workflow that can lead to can-
cellation. The whole workflow, cancellation can he hap-
pened in many locations. However, the cancellation can
appear at any time due to the customer's state. And the
compensation applied can vary enormously.

In this case, the compensation can contain the process
related with settlement, accounting and many other proc-
esses. This can be different among every potential com-
pensation. Due to interaction with customers, the compen-
sation process may be complex and long lasting. The
compensations themselves are also transactions.

Sagas can fail during the process. In WS-BPEL 2.0, the
draft specifications gives more information on compensa-
tion within compensation Handlers compared WS-BPEL
1.1. In the WS-BPEL 2.0 public draft specifications [1], the
Fault Handler, compensation Handlers, and termination
Handler are referred to as FCT-Handlers respectively.
FCT-Handlers may themselves contain scopes [1]. Accord-
ing to the definition, the root scope contained in
FCT-Handlers cannot be compensated as it does not have a
compensation handler.

If an internal fault occurs with a compensation handler
itself, then any work completed can be undone by compen-
sating within all enclosed scopes using the defined fault
handler (i.e., encapsulated by the root scope). If no fault
handler is defined, then the default order will be used for
partial compensation [1]. Undoing partial work cannot lead
to return to the original point. From another aspect, it might
be considered as whether the default order is suitable for
requirements because the compensation process in the
physical world may be varied and hard to anticipate. The
default order is used when the designer cannot catch the all
faults. If the processing time of the default order is long, it
might cause unwanted results or failures.

In WS-BPEL 2.0, there is not even a single paragraph
provided on compensation within termination handlers.
Clearly, this limits the application of WS-BPEL 2.0 to the
types of real-world applications within the 3PL industry as
described by the case study in this paper.

On the surface, it also seems that the authors of
WS-BPEL 2.0 have made not full use of Sagas [6]. For
example, in Sagas, the compensation can be faulty. In that
case, the authors gave one solution, using a recovery block.
Therefore, if the fault happens during compensation and the
successfully completed scope has a snapshot, the partially
undone work can be rejected and recovered to the snapshot
state, and another method can be used to clear up the effect.
If there is a fault during compensation within a compensa-
tion handler, it can be treated as follows:

Stop
Return to snapshot
Try another method to achieve to the same end.

It would be useful to see the full scope of sagas applied
to WS-BPEL in future versions.

IV. DISCUSSIONProeess E
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Workflows can be complex and BPs can last over a long
period. Errors and exceptions can appear at any time and
any location. A subset from a complex BP is shown in this
paper illustrating the various methods of dealing exceptions
and compensations. WS-BPEL 2.0 is a proposed modelling
language which includes a mechanism for business excep-
tions and processing faults. But based on the analysis in this
paper, and upon examining the theoretical basis for
WS-BPEL in sagas, more features and sophistication is re-
quired on the specification of the compensation mechanism.

In WS-BPEL2.0 [1], FCT-Handlers can be attached to
scope. The syntax for a scope is as follows:

<scope isolated="yes no"? exitOnStandardFault="yes no"?
standard-attributes>
standard-elements
<variables>?. .</variables>
<partnerLinks>?...</partnerLinks>
<messageExchanges>?...</messageExchanges>
<correlationSets>?...</correlationSets>
<eventHandlers>?...</eventHandlers>
<faultHandlers>? ...</faultHandlers>
<compensationHandler>?...</compensationHandler>
<terminationHandler>?...</terminationHandler>

Figure 1 1
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activity
</scope>

This is just one scope. It can contain child scope or it can
be included by parent scope or process. A scope can contain
one termination handler, one compensation handler, one or
more fault handlers and others.

Figure 2 is an example adapted from the specification of
WS-BPEL2.0 [1] - the scope can nest sub-scopes in any
depth. Scopes with handlers can be put into FCT-Handlers.
But the root scope cannot take a compensation handler. If
the compensation Handler encounters faults, it would try to
reverse all immediately enclosed in the 1st level scope in the
compensation handler. The call is from the fault handler of
the root scope. If it can reverse successfully, it could reach
to the second level nested situation. However, if the there
are some peer-scopes and the fault appears and have to
been undone, the reversing process might be long, depend-
ing on the designing and may have risk of failing again. To
avoid this phenomenon, the compensation of immediately
enclosed scopes of root scope may be terminated. Then, the
system may return to the situation when the compensation
started (it can be the snapshot of the scope whose compen-
sation handler contain scopes with handlers) and start an-
other method or retry to the assigned end.

figure 2

FH: Fit Handler
H. C.,m ,FHandl.
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Our current work is focused on finding a solution to
dealing with faults in compensating within FCH-Handlers
or compensation with errors, in order to reduce the time
spent on compensation and dealing with exceptions.
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